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Abstract

Introduction: Apart from the positive biomedical consequences, there are supposed psychological benefits gained by patients due to laparoscopy. To evaluate the psychological consequences of surgical intervention areas such as the quality of a patient’s life and subjective body image perception are explored.

Aim: The purpose was to determine the value of body esteem evaluation in differentiation of the results of laparoscopic vs. classic surgery in the context of insufficient sensitivity of quality of life measures in such differentiation.

Material and methods: There were 57 participants treated with laparoscopic and classic cholecystectomies and adrenalectomies in the Department of Surgery, Medical University of Gdansk, Poland. Two types of psychological measures were used: the Body Esteem Scale (BES) and Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy (FACIT). Both surveys were distributed to the patients 1 day before and 1 month after the operation.

Results: One month after the intervention, QoL, according to FACIT, increased slightly among patients after both laparoscopic and classic surgery (respectively 4.5% and 6.8%, p < 0.005), while the body image indicator decreased by 2.9% after the laparoscopic operation, compared to 28.5% after classic surgery. Multiple logistic regression revealed that high body esteem scale results were significant predictors of the laparoscopic approach (OR 2.15, 95% CI 2.01-2.86) while quality of life alone was not a significant differentiator of the approaches used (OR 1.01, 95% CI 0.75-1.35).

Conclusions: Body image studies provide more sensitive information capable of distinguishing between laparoscopic and classic approaches than merely quality of life measures, which justifies the complementary use of BI in the comparative assessment of classic and laparoscopic surgery.
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Introduction

Surgical operations have been performed since the times of the ancients. At the turn of the 20th century all organs, including the brain, were operated on using medical sharps. Surgical interventions performed in the classical method have always left a scar. At the end of the 20th century there was a breakthrough: the invention of the laparoscopic method. This has created a whole new attitude toward scars. Since then, big operations no longer demand large incisions. Because of this, an innova-
tive specialization was developed: surgical procedures which leave no visible marks.

The undeniable advantages of laparoscopic interventions are shorter treatment time, including shorter convalescence and better wound healing, better cosmetic effect due to smaller cuts, small invasion and tissue trauma, maintaining the continuity of the skin, and statistically lower numbers of complications [1-5].

Apart from the positive biomedical consequences, there are supposed psychological benefits the patients gain due to laparoscopy. Aside from medical measures, there are also psychological methods used by scientists to evaluate the psychological consequences of surgical intervention in areas such as the quality of a patient’s life. Quality of life (QoL) is one of the most common psychological measures used in surgery. In the PubMed database, which is a part of the U.S. National Library of Medicine and the National Institutes of Health, there are over 30 thousand articles addressing the subject of life quality and surgery. It has also been widely used in evaluation of the results of different laparoscopic and open operations, including general, endocrine and subspecialty surgery, such as bariatric [6-9]. Thus, the most intuitive way of evaluating the effects of treatment should be by assessing the quality of life. It is widely believed that the postoperative quality of life should be at least at the same level as prior to surgery. It is also tempting to use quality of life as a measure of the advantages of the minimally invasive approach. In a study of Velanovich et al. [6] assessing the quality of life of patients undergoing 4 different types of laparoscopic and open operations – elective inguinal hernioplasty, oesophageal surgery, cholecystectomy, and splenectomy – patients completed the SF-36, a quality of life instrument. The minimally invasive approach was superior to the open method in all aspects of quality of life, but only in a short perspective (2 weeks postoperatively). Similar results have been observed by the authors of the COST study, who proved that quality of life differentiated the 2 mentioned approaches only within the first 2 weeks after surgery [10]. In a meta-analysis conducted by Keus et al., the long-term results of cholecystectomy with open and laparoscopic approaches were not different in terms of quality of life despite the fact that the morbidity was significantly higher in the open group [11]. Nevertheless, in some cases, quality of life measures are used in an inadequate way, creating important biases that may influence the conclusions of the entire work. Self-constructed, non-validated, so-called quality of life scales may serve as the best example. The reliability of such a scale and its methodologically uncertain interpretation leave much to be desired.

The simplicity of using the quality of life scale makes it tempting for overuse and inadequate interpretation. Quality of life sometimes seems to be just another tool of measurement for the surgeon, almost like haemoglobin levels in the blood.

On the other hand, the success of minimally invasive surgery seems to be more definitive than could just appear from short-term improvement of quality of life. One of the well known psychological methods, also appearing adequate in this case, is subjective body image perception. The self includes the body (its image and evaluation), knowledge about the self (the structure of oneself), self-identity (what differentiates us from others), and the ability to make choices [12].

The purpose of this study is to evaluate both Quality of Life and Body Esteem scales by using laparoscopic and classical surgery treatment results as a basis for comparison. It also intends to determine if the QoL scale measures are the best available option for capturing distinct changes observed in the patients’ perception of the results of laparoscopic and open surgery.

Material and method

Participants

There were 57 participants from the General Surgery Department of Endocrinology and Transplantation at the Medical University of Gdańsk. Thirty-five patients were operated on laparoscopically (25 cholecystectomies and 10 adrenalectomies), while 22 open surgery patients included 15 patients after cholecystectomy and 7 after adrenalectomy.

Statistical analysis

Two types of measuring tools were used: the Body Esteem Scale (BES) and Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy (FACIT). Both were distributed to the patients just before and 1 month after the operation. The Body Esteem Scale is a test which measures the level of satisfaction with one’s body, initially proposed by Fanzoi et al. It consists of 36 items as different parts of the body scored by a patients on a 1 to 5 Likert scale (from not satisfied...
to very satisfied with it) [13]. BES is characterized by high reliability (0.81 to 0.87) [13].

Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy is a generic QoL measurement tool. In its core version it contains the following scales: physical state, emotional state, family and social life, and daily functioning. The scale is a 1 to 5 Likert scale with the answers: not at all, very little, a little, quite a lot, and very much [14-15]. The reliability of the scale is satisfactory to high (0.69 to 0.89) [15]. A Polish evaluation of the scale has been published previously by our team [16].

The statistical analysis was conducted using STATISTICA 9.0 PL licensed for use by the Medical Academy in Gdansk. The measurements of parametric variables included Student’s t-test, and multidimensional measures were done using regression analysis. Differences were considered statistically significant at \( p < 0.05 \).

**Results**

The analysis of the FACIT questionnaire results, conducted by the Student’s t-test for independent variables, showed a lack of significant differences according to the quality of life evaluation among patients treated by either the laparoscopic or classical method, both before and after the operation. One month after the intervention, quality of life measures increased by 4.5% among patients after laparoscopy while those treated classically improved by 6.8%. The differences were not significant either when compared to prior to the surgery or when cross-sectionally comparing laparoscopic against open surgery (Table I). The results from the BES questionnaire analysis have shown that patients perceived their bodies as worse than before the operation in both cases. However, patients from the laparoscopic group were significantly more satisfied with their body image than those after the classic surgery. Among patients after laparoscopic surgery the body image indicator decreased by 2.9% after the operation, while for patients after classic surgery it decreased by 28.5% (Table II).

The purpose of the logistic regression analysis was to determine which postoperative variable is more reliable in differentiating whether the patient was treated laparoscopically or with the open approach and therefore selecting a more sensitive variable for further presentation of changes observed between these 2 approaches. It was revealed that the quality of life 1 month after the operation was not a predictor of the method used during treatment (OR 1.01, 95% CI 0.75-1.35). In contrast, the values extracted from the BES post-operatively do indicate which patients were operated on videoscopically (OR 2.15, 95% CI 2.01-2.86).

**Discussion**

The present study confirmed that body image is a psychological measure which can be used to precisely evaluate the effects of laparoscopic and open surgery. The regression analysis indicated, through the minimal changes in value, that quality of life evaluation has its shortcomings as a determining measure or differentiator. Similarly, Persson et al. revealed that the quality of life measured by Psychological General Well Being (PGWB) did not differentiate 2 groups of gynaecological patients after laparoscopic and open hysterectomy [17]. This, however, does not mean that quality of life as a measurement is useless. In the research of Korolija et al. randomized trials indicated that quality of life improves earlier after endoscopic than open surgery for gastrointestinal reflux disease (GERD), cholecystolithiasis, colorectal cancer, inguinal hernia, obesity (gastric bypass), and uterine disorders that require hysterectomy [18]. This measure should be assessed in each individual patient case, despite the assumption that it is unchangeable. The results of quantitative research confirm such global meaning. The quality of life did not change substantially as a result of medical intervention.

**Table I. Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy (FACIT)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Before operation [%]</th>
<th>After operation [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laparoscopic</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>67.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic</td>
<td>61.6</td>
<td>68.4*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* \( p < 0.05 \) in Student’s t-test

**Table II. Body Esteem Scale (BES)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Before operation [%]</th>
<th>After operation [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laparoscopic</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>53.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>28.1*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* \( p < 0.05 \) in Student’s t-test
treatment, nor did it clearly identify the surgical approaches taken, while the BES clearly and definitively differentiated the approaches with its statistically significant results.

The surgical literature reports a number of examples of using body esteem as a worthwhile evaluation of the treatment method. In the study by Bemelman et al., the body esteem scale was used to compare the results of Crohn’s disease treatment in which both laparoscopic and open methods were used. The authors revealed that the evaluation of the cosmetic effect of surgery is better among laparoscopic groups than classic groups, the difference being statistically significant ($p < 0.001$). There was a strong correlation between the quality of life index and the cosmetic effect after surgical treatment [19].

In research by Frederick et al. [20] on interest in cosmetic surgery and body image, the authors revealed that individuals interested in liposuction tended to have poorer body image and interest than amongst heavier individuals. This suggests that individuals interested in different types of cosmetic surgery may differ from each other in such attributes as body mass index and body image.

Another study concerning body image and quality of life in abdominoplasty patients was conducted by Bolton et al. [21]. It revealed significant positive post-surgical changes on the Appearance Evaluation subscale of the Multidimensional Body – Self Relations Questionnaire. The mean score for the questionnaire’s Body Areas Satisfaction Scale improved postoperatively ($p < 0.001$). The score for the Body Exposure and Sexual Relations Questionnaire also improved significantly ($p < 0.001$) after the procedure. The above results indicate substantial improvements in body image which include positive changes in the patients’ evaluations of their general appearance as well as their experiences of self-consciousness and avoidance of body exposure during sexual activities. No changes in general psychosocial functioning such as self-esteem, satisfaction with life, or social anxiety were seen. In another study, Madan et al. revealed that body esteem improves significantly after bariatric surgery [22]. The Body Esteem Scale for Adolescents and Adults (BESAA) was used in that study.

As for the results of the FACIT questionnaire there are no connections between the quality of life evaluation and the operational method. It should be considered that there are many common mistakes when determining the importance of quality of life. Caution should be taken when interpreting the results. Quality of life involves many factors that are not directly connected with the surgical intervention. Some possible aspects that can affect a patient’s sense of well being are self-esteem, social support network, involvement in satisfactory relationships, social position, financial status, and uncontrollable life events.

In a study of Velanovich et al. [6] assessing the quality of life of patients undergoing 4 different types of laparoscopic and open operations – elective inguinal hernioplasty, oesophageal surgery, cholecystectomy, and splenectomy – patients completed the SF-36, a quality of life instrument. Typically for most contemporary QoL instruments, it measures physical functioning (PF), role-physical (RP), role-emotional (RE), bodily pain (BP), vitality (VT), mental health (MH), social functioning (SF), and general health (GH) health status domains. The conclusion of the research was that laparoscopic surgery has demonstrably better early quality of life outcomes than open surgery for cholecystectomy, splenectomy, and oesophageal surgery. However, open hernioplasty has at least as good, if not better, health status outcomes than laparoscopic repair.

Topcu et al. [23] study aimed to compare the effects of 2 cholecystectomy techniques, laparoscopic vs. classic, on the quality of life and clinical outcome of the patients during long-term follow-up evaluation using SF-36. In addition to this, a system-specific instrument for gastrointestinal diseases was used to investigate the clinical outcome. The gastrointestinal clinical symptoms were similar in the 2 groups during the long-term follow-up evaluation, but laparoscopic cholecystectomy was found to be significantly superior to the open technique with respect to all aspects of quality of life over the long term. Despite apparently obvious results, this study caught the critical attention of our team [24]. The doubts concentrated on the improvement of quality of life and each of its dimensions, as well as maintaining this improvement during such a long postoperative period of 2 years. After detailed analysis, the researchers concluded that the experimental groups were significantly different. At the very beginning of the research the laparoscopic group patients paid for the treatment, whereas the classic operation group was treated under the health insurance. The researchers did not manage to avoid a few other mistakes: they did not reveal the quality of life measures at the beginning of the study (before the operation), and they did not control for the deter-
ominants of quality of life measures in the follow-up period. They also did not evaluate other medical and non-medical dimensions that could reflect the patients’ status in the post-operational period. These kinds of methodological difficulties are not rare in surgical studies.

Despite the relatively clear results of the current study, the authors are aware of some important biases that might have influenced the results of the research. First, both groups were relatively small, and thus logistic regression analysis could not benefit from the group size. Second, the follow-up period was short. Though the results confirmed the primary hypotheses, we believe that the differences would be even more significant in longer follow-up. Such a study is currently ongoing. Third, as mentioned in the criticism to the study by Topcu et al., the longer the follow-up, the more careful the evaluation of concomitant psychological factors should be. With longer observations, the patients are susceptible to other life events that may influence quality of life and then blur the influence of the initial factor which is surgery and its mode.

Interesting aspects of body image evaluation have been presented by Kantoch et al. [25]. The authors revealed that scars resulting from heart surgery may have a considerable effect on a patient’s body image and several other aspects of daily life in an attempt to determine the areas of life affected by surgical chest scarring. Out of 100 consecutive patients attending the clinic, 60% reported that the scar affected them less now than compared to their adolescence. The body was perceived as disfigured by 58% and the scar was concealed by 48% of the patients. Attention to the scar made 19% of the patients feel negative, 58% neutral, and 23% positive. Chest scarring was associated with decreased self-esteem in 20% and decreased self-confidence in 18% of the group. Patients reported less effect of chest scarring on their choice of career, success in life, friendships, sexual relationships, and choice of recreation. Also, 61% reported a positive effect on appreciation of health [25].

Conclusions

It can be concluded that body image evaluation may provide a more sensitive measure of differences experienced by patients treated by laparoscopic and classic surgery. Such small differences are especially visible in patients suffering from diseases that do not have a severe impact on quality of life. In such cases, quality of life measures may not be sufficiently sensitive to differentiate between them, while body esteem may provide the answer to the question of what the patients really achieve through the minimally invasive approach.
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